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REFLECTING ON THE FUTURE OF LAW AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION: USING FILM AND TELEVISION AS A TOOL TO TEACH THE ETHICAL, LEGAL AND SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

Dov Greenbaum*

ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated a long-standing problem in post-secondary education: the competition for student attention in a world full of more interesting distractions. This problem is magnified in the teaching of the ethical legal and social implications of new and emerging technologies (“ELSI”) where the technologies are often complicated, the legal concerns esoteric and non-intuitive, the social issues non-obvious, and the ethical analysis constantly shifting. To teach students in a time where they are both physically and mentally distant from the educator, this Essay aims to provide a solution that appropriates the distractions and repurposes them into the educational process. More than just using media as a crutch for learning, we should place it at the center of the course and as the source from which all the other learning evolves. Black Mirror—the British anthology series that is just steps ahead of our current timeline with regard to emerging technologies—is a perfect lynchpin for such a course. Herein, this Essay describes the purpose of such a course, as well as additional aspects of the curriculum—including socially distanced interviews with stakeholders within the science-fiction film industry. My goal is to provide students with the necessary skills to not only examine emerging technology through the ELSI lens, but to inculcate them with the appreciation that everything, even simple television, can be a learning opportunity.
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INTRODUCTION

The coronavirus pandemic has forced much of the higher education establishment to reassess many of its current pedagogical models, its overall role in modern society, the usefulness of physical campuses and degree programs—and a multitude of other trappings demanded by the various conventional wisdoms relating to post-secondary education.1 2

As a result of the mass closures, shutdowns and quarantines, and the other emergency measures instituted by universities to protect individual and community health during the pandemic—many higher education establishments are still facing economic hardships more than two years into the pandemic in their struggle to continue to educate the next generation during COVID-19.3  However, more fundamental than the finances, universities and their educators must comprehensively rethink how they can optimally assimilate their students into what looks like an emerging paradigm shift in education that will result in a longer-term remote-learning weltanschauung—somehow divining how to best inculcate their students from afar.4

I.

The struggles of educators in the modern connected world predate COVID-19. Professors have long had to compete with outside distractions that successfully

---

(mis)appropriate students’ attention.\(^5\) Today it may be smartphones and social media; tomorrow it will be something else.\(^6\)

However, this struggle has been exacerbated by the aforementioned increase in distance between the educator and their charge.\(^7\) Although previously protected by the isolation of the ivory tower bubble—many students are still at least intermittently disconnected from the physical classroom, and immersed and enmeshed within the real-world and the myriad of distractions and diversions that come with it—it is now harder than ever, regardless of jurisdiction, to attract and sustain a student’s interest.\(^8\)

---


\(^8\) Beth McMurtrie, *A ‘Stunning’ Level of Student Disconnection*, THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION (Apr. 5, 2022), https://www.chronicle.com/article/a-stunning-level-of-student-disconnection (“In 20 years of teaching at Doane University, Kate Marley has never seen anything like it. As many as 30 percent of her students do not show up for class or complete any of the assignments. The moment she begins to speak, she says, their brains seem to shut off. If she asks questions on what she’s been talking about, they don’t have any idea. On tests they struggle to recall basic information.”); Susan W. Parker, Mary A. Hansen & Carianne Bernadowski, *COVID-19 Campus Closures in the United States: American Student Perceptions of Forced Transition to Remote Learning*, 10 SOC. SCI. 62, 1, 15–16 (2021) (“Undergraduate students experienced feelings of increased frustration, decreased accountability and engagement during remote learning.” “For students, who were already feeling isolated and frustrated, remote courses seemed to lack connectedness, leaving them with additional feelings of isolation and frustration. Additionally, it seems there was a lack of common ground as students and faculty alike struggled to make sense of the new learning environment. Furthermore, a mutual readiness for collaboration was non-existent as neither group, students or faculty had a choice in moving to virtual course delivery. Lastly, there was little to no time to address technology needs and course work was being redefined in real time, leaving everyone a bit adrift. . . . While student engagement neither guarantees accountability nor decreases student-cheating behaviors, it could indeed help students retain content. Moreover, examination of instructional strategies used by faculty while teaching virtually could help students succeed in such an environment. It is imperative that universities, and the faculty, continue to examine the ways in which this pandemic affected both undergraduate and graduate students.”); Fatoni, Nurce Arifiatib, Etty Nurkhayati, Ela Nurdiaiwati,
Additionally, with distance learning grudgingly being accepted as the new reality, and the likelihood of it being used long after the COVID-19 pandemic, new teaching methods and technologies are needed to educate the next generation.

Essentially a technological wallflower until now, the various iterations of Edtech (the technologies of education) are finally finding opportunities to go mainstream. Among other goals, Edtech strives to make the educational experience more palatable, particularly from remote locations. However, it takes a lot of bells and whistles to impress today’s jaded students, and even then, there is no guarantee that these next-generation technologies will sufficiently distract students from their distractions.

These modern educational hurdles are especially exacerbated in the broadening field of law and technology—particularly within ELSI—the study of the ethical, legal, and social implications of science and emerging technologies and the responsible research and innovation thereof. The field demands that students understand and appreciate not only complicated underlying technologies, but also learn and apply sometimes esoteric legal concepts, as well as having a feel for the ever-changing ethics of modern society. This is not an easy task even under optimal


10 Dov Greenbaum, After Decades of Being Unappreciated, the Pandemic Could Give Distance Learning a New Lease on Life, CALCALIST: CTECH (Sept. 6, 2020), https://www.calcalistech.com/ctech/articles/0,7340,L-3831898,00.html [https://perma.cc/G3TT-PKNE].


13 Id.
in-person conditions; it is easy to get lost. To this end, educators are experimenting with an educational opportunity to better present law and technology content to our world-weary students.

II.

Few other sectors in modern society can match the ability and skill of the entertainment industry in getting and holding our eyeballs. 14 Notwithstanding the simple mindless games, witty memes or 280-character screeds, the entertainment industry aims to capitalize on maintaining our attention by creating more complicated ideas and stories, necessitating a realism that can truly suspend our disbelief. 15 With fiction and science residing in a symbiotic relationship, influencing one another for centuries, 16 science-fiction cinema can be an especially useful educational tool for teaching the ethical, legal, and social implications of even complicated science and technology. 17

Our efforts aim to understand, harness and most importantly, extract some of this symbiotic Hollywood movie magic dust and incorporate it into the educational experience. 18 HBO’s award-winning series, *Silicon Valley* has already assisted in achieving this goal. 19 To this end, we have developed a new law and technology course curriculum that seeks to further highlight the intersection between science and technology as a learning tool by evoking the lessons learned from the television anthology *Black Mirror*. 20

---


20 *Black Mirror* (Netflix 2011).
We are not the first to see value in *Black Mirror* as an educational tool,\(^{21}\) but we are early adopters in applying it to the critical examination of ELSI in current and future iterations of science and technology. The eight-time Emmy winning television series (launched in 2011 on the UK’s BBC Channel 4, now on Netflix) was created by showrunner Charlie Brooker.\(^{22}\) Many of the episodes deal with dystopian futures seemingly just moments ahead of our current era; mostly mirroring our current society while incorporating one additional seemingly fantastical technology.\(^{23}\) Although some futuristic technologies make repeat appearances in different episodes, the anthology is different from most in its genre, in that aside from those technologies and random self-referencing Easter eggs to thrill the fans,\(^{24}\) there is little if any substance linking one episode to another; each new episode is a fresh take, a standalone tool for teaching law and technology.

Pedagogically, the show provides the student with a valuable twist on standard law and technology education. With the focus on a fictional technology set in roughly the present day, students can explore how emerging technologies might impact our current society, and if and how those technologies should be limited or regulated, without having to acknowledge the scientific inaccuracies.\(^{25}\) And, since many of the *Black Mirror* technologies are often simply more futuristic versions of the current state of the art, students can reflect on how we ought to encounter actual technologies in our own reality via the ELSI lens inculcated throughout the course.

Consider the following three examples that provide only a sampling of what students might extract from the television show.

---


\(^{22}\) *Black Mirror*, supra note 20.

\(^{23}\) Blanco-Herrero & Rodríguez-Contreras, supra note 21.


A. Season One, Episode 3, The Entire History of You

Season One, Episode 3, The Entire History of You, is an episode wherein a futuristic device—the Grain—is implanted behind the ear in seemingly everyone.26 The novel technology, which could be construed as having many societal similarities with our own smartphone technology,27 can be used to record what each individual sees, and can be controlled via a small handheld device.28 The Grain provides the user with many different tools, including reviewing memories, zooming in on remembered footage, as well as lip reading capabilities.29

Viewers of the episode watch as the technology is used both at the border by the government to review potential criminal activity (like are done today with our laptops30) but mostly by the protagonist—an attorney named Liam—who obsessively and compulsively reviews his memories. When his jealous paranoia regarding his wife Ffion is exacerbated by this obsession, it causes his life to spiral out of control.31

In reviewing this episode, students have the opportunity to consider the laws related to unrestrained search and seizure, especially of our technological tools, at the border. In these instances some U.S. circuit courts32 have found that Fourth Amendment rights against warrantless search and seizure are less applicable, or do not apply at all.33 Students can also discuss the modern persistence surveillance that is further exacerbated by unreliable facial recognition technology and the social justice concerns that it raises.34 Students might also compare this fictional ability to

29 Id.
33 Alasaad v. Mayorkas, 988 F.3d 8, 13 (1st Cir. 2021).
34 Sharon Nakar & Dov Greenbaum, Now You See Me. Now You Still Do: Facial Recognition Technology and the Growing Lack of Privacy, 23 B.U.J. SCI. & TECH. L. 88, 101 (2017); see also Dov Greenbaum,
indefinitely revisit memories with the current trend to record every banality of life through social media and the obligations of social media companies to secure such data and protect the privacy of its users. This discussion also ties into the ongoing political football: Section 230 of the Computer Decency Act, which some believe, fails to adequately regulate what social media platforms can allow onto their sites. Technologies like Google Glass, which can also record events and provide augmented information, are also somewhat like the Grain technology, and raise many of the same ethical and legal concerns. Students might further discuss concerns related to the ownership of the data, especially data extracted from the body, collected by the Grain and/or social media companies, and the limitations, if any, on the use of that data. One of the characters in the story, Hallam, lacks a Grain, having had hers gouged out by an attacker who will likely sell the memories, similar to current hackers who steal your data to appropriate your identity.

Another notable piece of information derived from the episode is how Liam’s car monitors his sobriety and warns him that his insurance is invalidated if he is under the influence. This raises a host of concerns related to the emerging internet of things ("IoT") technology increasingly embedded in our vehicles to track our


Stephanie Naufel & Eran Klein, Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) Researcher Perspectives on Neural Data Ownership and Privacy, 17 J. NEURAL ENG’G 1, 4 (Jan. 28, 2020).


B. \textit{Season Two, Episode 4, White Christmas}

Season two, episode 4, White Christmas, is a story within a story. The protagonist, Matt, played by Jon Hamm, has a day job where he programs artificial intelligence (“AI”) digital clones of people, Cookies, to be modern day slaves for those people—sometimes through psychological manipulation and torture of artificially intelligent digital twins.\footnote{Black Mirror: White Christmas (Netflix 2014).} His skill set is applied differently and illegally at night where he employs a technology called Z-Eyes (Zed Eyes in the British pronunciation of the show’s creators).\footnote{Id.} This is an eye-based technology similar to the Grain described above, to help people navigate the complexities of their lives, like dating.\footnote{Id.} In the episode, a client at a party is helped fit in through being surreptitiously fed relevant and personal data extracted from the internet.\footnote{Id.} The client is eventually caught up in a murder suicide, and Matt is ultimately arrested for his accessory role.\footnote{Id.}

In his plea bargain, Matt uses his combined skills to help the police obtain a confession from a murderer via the murderer’s AI cookie, seemingly extracted without consent.\footnote{Id.} In return for his services Matt is released, but he is forever literally branded as an undesirable by the pervasive Z-Eyes technology where everyone
perceives him—à la the Scarlet Letter, metaphorically represented in the episode as a red blob.\textsuperscript{49}

This episode raises many timely ELSI considerations. Consider, for example, the lack of legal protection against cyberstalking is relevant in the storyline here when Matt helps his client access the social media accounts of various individuals for their personal information—to be used for his client’s benefit.\textsuperscript{50} Additionally, the constitutional rights against self-incrimination are being eroded via various technological advancements particularly in the area of neurotechnology. This is seen in the use of functional magnetic resonance imaging (“fMRI”), which could potentially allow a court to peer inside an individual’s brain through measuring brain activities via blood flow. fMRI technology, like the AI cookies which similarly represent an individual’s consciousness, could provide incriminating information against the will of the defendant. Like a polygraph that ostensibly assess whether an individual is lying, the fMRI technology can potentially show a court what a person is truly thinking, consciously, or even subconsciously.\textsuperscript{51}

The episode also potentially implicates government’s use of fake news and information. Here, Matt and the police trick the murderer into confessing, by presenting a seemingly safe fake reality. It is a slippery slope from tricking one person with a fake reality to convincing a whole cohort of citizens of an alternative reality.\textsuperscript{52}

Another timely concern relates to the emerging field of bio-cybersecurity—the intersection of biology and cybersecurity.\textsuperscript{53} While typically this relates to issues of synthetic biology and the printing of toxic DNA, the use of Z-Eyes, a technology that incorporates biology of sight and artificial intelligence would also be subsumed within this field. Such technology could become a target for malicious hackers,

\textsuperscript{49} Id.

\textsuperscript{50} See generally David DeMatteo, Suraji Wagage & Jaymes Fairfax-Columbo, Cyberstalking: Are We on the Same (Web)page? A Comparison of Statutes, Case Law, and Public Perception, 9 J. AGGRESSION, CONFLICT & PEACE RSCH. 83, 91 (2017).


\textsuperscript{53} See generally Rami Puzis, Dor Farbiash, Oleg Brodt, Yuval Elovici & Dov Greenbaum, Increased Cyber-Biosecurity for DNA Synthesis, 38 NATURE BIOTECHNOLOGY 1379, 1380 (2020).
allowing them to take control of another’s vision and memories. This potential threat necessitates strong cyber regulations to protect the consumers.54

Z-Eyes is also very similar to other emerging neurotechnologies, real or just hype,55 that can read and write to the brain. The oversight and regulations of these technologies are only just emerging.56

Notably, not all legal considerations raised by this episode relate to emerging areas of law and technology. Intellectual property rights, specifically the ability of the Z-Eyes to manipulate images in real time as the user perceives them, raises copyright concerns, as well as issues relating to censorship and free speech.57

Additionally, the abuse of the AI cookies further raises concerns associated with the potential granting of personhood and associated rights to AI machines.58 The cookies are also similar to an emerging area of technology, digital twins. Ostensibly created to allow for stress testing on expensive equipment, digital twins can potentially be incorporated into other areas, including clinical drug trials.59 The use of digital twins, however, can raise a number of regulatory concerns relating to the usefulness of the data compared to the current gold standards in clinical trials.60

Finally, the concept of forever being tagged as an undesirable might come in conflict with the Right to be Forgotten under the European GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation). Arguably, this right to be forgotten—which grants data subjects the right to request that personal data relating to them be erased off the internet—arises from the philosophical conception of privacy, as the right to self-determine how the world perceives you. This right is infringed when others take

54 See generally Dov Greenbaum, Cyberbiosecurity: An Emerging Field that has Ethical Implications for Clinical Neuroscience, 30 CAMBRIDGE Q. HEALTHCARE ETHICS 662, 666 (2021).
55 Anna Wexler, Separating Neuroethics From Neurohype, 37 NATURE BIOTECHNOLOGY 988 (2019).
56 Tal Dadia & Dov Greenbaum, Neuralink: The Ethical Rithmatic of Reading and Writing to the Brain, 10 AJOB NEUROSCIENCE 187 (2019).
57 Disney Enters., Inc. v. VidAngel, Inc., 869 F.3d 848 (9th Cir. 2017).
59 See Dov Greenbaum, Making Compassionate Use More Useful: Using Real-World Data, Real-World Evidence and Digital Twins to Supplement or Supplant Randomized Controlled Trials, PAC. SYMP. ON BIOCOMPUTING 38 (2021).
information that you deem private and make it public, thereby limiting your ability to decide how you are presented to the public. This legal right is further associated with the timely idea that one ought to have the right to self-identify. Digitally, this right means that if a search engine or social media site creates an advertising dossier of an individual resulting from the data that it extracted from that individual’s various online activities, and the individual disagrees with the way it has characterized them, the individual should be able to have that characterization revised. It is unclear whether that right exists; it clearly does not exist in the Black Mirror universe.

C. Season Four, Episode 1, USS Callister.

A third example of a teachable episode within the anthology is Season Four, Episode 1, USS Callister. This episode presents a dystopian view of the video game industry, wherein software clones of real-life coworkers, based on swiped DNA, are trapped within a gifted programmer’s (Robert Daly, played by Jesse Plemons) gameplay.61 The clones are portrayed as being similar in personality to Daly’s coworkers.62 Daly abuses the cloned coworkers within the game, but eventually they escape Daly’s version of the game, trapping Daly’s clone in the game which also seems to trap Daly’s real self within the video game’s immersive VR setup in the real world.63

With an increase in online gaming, arguably as a result of the pandemic, issues relating to the rule of law in online gaming, and the applicability of real-world laws on various aspects of gaming is very timely—for example the nature of intellectual property rights in-game creations, or the government’s ability to tax you for in-game monetary gains.64

This episode provides a further optimal opportunity to assess the complicated nature of artificial intelligence personhood: what rights if any ought AI machines have. Robert Daly’s misappropriation of his coworkers’ likeness as well as their minds raises questions related to the intellectual property rights that we each

61 Black Mirror: USS Callister (Netflix 2017).
62 Id.
63 Id.
ostensibly hold in our persona. While the legal issue relating to likeness is jurisdiction specific and has been extensively litigated, the emerging area of intellectual property rights in personality has not. Consider the real-life capabilities of AI bots like Luka that are being used to represent and reflect the personalities of deceased loved ones, one version available on the Apple App Store.

The episode also provides the student with an opportunity to review the ethical, legal, and social implications of more immersive technologies such as augmented and virtual realities. Even biotech issues arise in this episode, specifically the ownership of our discarded DNA, the source of information for Robert Daly’s video game clones. Broadly, this episode raises timely privacy questions as to how much one can learn about another simply from their DNA, and the use of DNA as both an identifier in the criminal justice system, and as a more in-depth describing technology within the world of direct-to-consumer DNA sequencing.

CONCLUSION

More than a standard university-level curriculum, we aim to further create buy-in from the students by making the course international. We have invited students from institutions across the globe to take part and work on multi-national, multi-disciplinary team-projects together in this course. The projects task the students with developing a more comprehensive analysis of the ethical, legal, and social implications of technologies represented on the television show, employing their respective perspectives and academic backgrounds, and then applying it to current technologies.

---


68 See generally Dov Greenbaum, If You Can’t Walk the Walk, Do You Have to Talk the Talk: Ethical Considerations for the Emerging Field of Sports Genomics, 13 AM. J. BIOETHICS 19 (2013).

To further add to the curriculum, we also include edited interviews conducted with various screenwriters, producers, and other stakeholders involved in the production of relevant science-fiction and science-related films. These recorded interactions aim to help the students get a better understanding of the process by which science and technology is applied to fiction and how the legal, ethical, and social concerns are raised and tackled through the making of each story. This aspect, which adds a new dimensionality to the ELSI educational experience, was directly inspired by the American Film Institute’s Catalyst screenwriting workshop for scientists from earlier this century, wherein screenwriters and other stakeholders in film shared their vision as to how best incorporate science and technology into film.70 By understanding the creative process in developing exceptional media like Black Mirror, the students can develop the necessary skillset to forecast both the direction of technology development, as well as the potential interaction that technology may have, for better or for worse with society.

In addition to recorded interviews with Hollywood-types, the class also provides recorded interviews with stakeholders in technologies that approximate the technologies presented in the show. In this sense, students can compare the concerns created by the fictional technologies with the concerns created by those technologies that most closely resemble them in real life. By making this class into a meeting place of many differently thinking minds, coalescing students, and talent from around the world, we hope to provide just a bit more justification for our aging educational system: as the best meeting place of multidisciplinary educators and personalities.

Finally, an emerging idea for some college administrations is the reframing of college campuses as not simply a place to while away our youth, but rather as life-long centers of education that can and ought to be revisited by each of us, every so often. We aim to further this ideal of education as a perpetual, persistent and perennial process. Through this class, we hope to show students that there are learning opportunities abound, not only in the staid ivy-covered campuses, but even on the couch, just chilling to Netflix.